MEMT 463 & 763 COURSE PRIORITIES
Adapted from Figure 1.2 Establishing Curricular Priorities in Wiggins & McTigue, *Understanding by Design*
MEMT 463/763 Therapeutic Function of Music

COURSE PRIORITIES

Adapted from Figure 1.2 Establishing Curricular Priorities in Wiggins & McTigue, Understanding by Design

Worth being familiar with:
Course Assessment

Important to know and do:
Course objectives

Enduring Knowledge:
Course rationale & description

apply neurological processes of musical characteristics to therapeutic outcomes (TFM)

neurological music foundations to inform the therapeutic function of music as a mechanism for change in human behavior
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MEMT 463/763 Therapeutic Function of Music  
COURSE PRIORITITES  
Adapted from Figure 1.2 Establishing Curricular Priorities in Wiggins & McTigue, *Understanding by Design*

**Worth being familiar with:**  
Course Assessment

**Important to know and do:**  
Course objectives

1. Theory-based practice
   - 3. Neurological processes and music characteristics
   - 4. Theory development & Synthesis of the EBR (research summaries, TFM Worksheet)

   - Apply neurological processes of musical characteristics to therapeutic outcomes (TFM)
   - Create theory for therapeutic outcomes
   - Critical scholarly thinking & communicating
   - Articulate the relationships between brain structures, function and music for human change.

   - Neurological music foundations to inform the therapeutic function of music as a mechanism for change in human behavior

   - Application of terminology for clinical problem

**Enduring Knowledge:**  
Course rationale & description
Music changes behavior?

- **Ode to Joy**
- **Notice:**
  - Your experiences
  - The experiences of the people